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Book two of Brides of the Kindred. Book one, Claimed, is also available in audio. Books three and

four, Sought and Found, are coming to audio by the end of 2015.Sophia Waterhouse has always

been afraid of needles and vampires, so there's no way she wants anything to do with a

modern-day Count Dracula - even if he does come wrapped in the package of a huge Kindred

warrior with blond hair and ice-blue eyes. She's only on the Kindred Mothership to participate in her

sister Liv's wedding, and that's all.Sylvan is a Tranq Kindred who has made a sacred vow never to

call a bride. After a devastating rejection on his home planet, his heart is a block of ice no one can

melt - or so he thinks until he meets Sophia.When their ship is forced down in the middle of a

rugged mountain range, Sophia and Sylvan are stranded. Running for their lives, they have only

each other to depend on. Will they give in to the intense attraction between them, or will the evil

hunting Sophia take its toll? You'll have to listen to Brides of the Kindred book two - Hunted to find

out. More about the Brides of the Kindred series A race of Genetic Traders from beyond the stars

Three very different types of men All looking for one thing...their brides Beast Kindred - savage in

battle these dark, brooding warriors from Rageron bring their passion and intensity to the bedroom.

They possess a very special endowment that ensures every sexual experience is a tantric

one.Blood Kindred - cold as ice to their enemies, these tall, blond warriors from Tranq Prime warm

up when they find the right woman. But be careful...they bite.Twin Kindred - muscular and rugged,

these warriors from Twin Moons always come in pairs and cannot be separated. They experience

physical pain when parted from each other...or the one woman they both choose to love.
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If you are a new reader to this book, or perhaps even to the series itself, first I must say:

donÃ¢Â€Â™t let the negative reviews stop you from reading this imaginative and fascinating series.

I am new reader to this series myself and I am beyond glad that I ignored the nay-sayers to read

these books. Unlike some of the others I find neither Waterhouse twin (Olivia or Sophia) irritating. I

find both girls complex characters and their tales were well worth the read.Now, onto this specific

book, Hunted is a fantastic read. Sophia is a heroine that I supported, even more than her sister,

Olivia, before her. She has a troubled past, one that makes the reader sympathize and want to

protect her, and because of that she has valid fears that force her to be weary of her emotional

connection to Sylvan. Sylvan himself is quite the charming character and, as a reader, I spent the

entire book rooting for him to heal both his broken heart and SophiaÃ¢Â€Â™s bruised one.

Together, the pair are something that everyone can root for and adore.The plot of this novel is even

more complicated than the first one and it caused my heart to race with both fear and adrenaline.

Getting to learn more about the world, and the natives of, Tranq Prime was an interesting journey.

The introduction of SylvanÃ¢Â€Â™s younger cousin, Nadiah, was a delightful bright spot of pure

happiness in a rather dark part of the tale and I hope that we get to see more of her in the future of

the series. The only big complaint I have about Hunted is that I have finished this book. I would

adore many more novels about the beautiful relationship between Sylvan and Sophia Waterhouse.

Compared to book #1, this one has far more story and action involved and less of the sexual and

romantic scenes. I liked this about the story; one gets their dose of erotica, of course, but it still has

a story to enjoy and a framework to set up. I also like how this isn't a sudden development but rather

was hinted at in book one so readers can easily draw connections and not accuse the story of

"insta-love." Now, I will be honest and say this isn't a 100% totally different story from book #1, as

we're still experiencing the "how two people come together" genre of story and do get some similar

elements from the last story (such as one of them getting sick/injured and this leading to sexual

situations and there being a situation that requires scent marking and general apprehension from

just accepting their attraction/love from at least one party, etc), but it's different enough that you can

tell Sophia isn't Olivia and that Sylvan isn't Baird (sometimes erotic series re-dress the same

characters and there's no clear distinction outside of a setting and appearance change) and that

they aren't experiencing the exact same sort of situation the previous book's couple did. You

definitely get a different story, but there can be similarities seen. I don't think it's exactly a deal

breaker, but to each their own.We still also have the same good elements from the last book



(consent and female pleasure being important, etc), and I felt the overall depiction of Sophia as a

survivor of sexual assault was handled pretty well. I think I might have liked that to be dealt with a

little more, though it's also good to have a survivor whose trauma isn't the main focus of the book,

that she can have a story and a life that doesn't completely revolve around this incident in her past,

but that doesn't try to erase it or dismiss it entirely. I really appreciated the fact that Sophia didn't

experience victim blaming from Sylvan and that there was enough understanding about her trauma

that he didn't just shrug it off or tell her to get over it or demand that she automatically recognize that

he "different" and/or get angry when she experienced that reaction (which is perfectly normal and

should be respected and understood). I've often seen survivors of abuse in books get extremely ill

treated and it makes me sick, so it's always a relief when an author handles the subject in an

acceptable way.Overall, this was a good read. I liked it and I think I actually preferred this story a

little more over Olivia and Barid's because I got a sense that their experiences and interactions

made them bound better and understand one another better since it wasn't just sexsexsexsexsex

the whole time. Before I felt the case was slightly more "insta-love" in nature but I can see how

these two ended up with a strong relationship in the end.

Hunted is even better than the first book in this series (Claimed). For one thing it is longer - which

means that the author has even more room to showcase the fabulous worlds that her imagination

has created. Also, we still get to see what is happening with the hero and heroine of the first book

and some very intriguing hints of what is to some in the third and fourth books. And even though it

was long, it never dragged. I stayed up way too late finishing it.The main romance between Sophie

and Sylvan was really terrific with two damaged people coming together. (Warning - Sophie has a

traumatic event in the past that is touched upon in this book.) Sylvan was so sweet to Sophie - but

of course with this author you know you will be getting some great steamy scenes as well.Overall

just a really engaging, well-written, and interesting romance. Now I can't wait for the next one!

It's been quite a while since I read book 1 in this series and, well, I liked this book but I REALLY

wanted the know-it-all mate to a twin set to be taken down a peg or two. Not Kat. I liked her. The

other one. Her sly attitude irritated me enough I wanted to see her put in her place.But this is Sylvan

and Sophia's story. They take their time coming to terms with their feelings. Quite a long time, in

fact. I'm all for stories with slow burn, but the way those two danced around one another took it to

new heights. Just suck it up and accept you have a few things to work out so you can get to the

sexin' already!Which isn't to say I didn't enjoy the foreplay. Sylvan certainly puts himself out there as



far as making sure Sophia was, well, pleasured. He gives and gives and gives. It just takes him a

while to allow her to reciprocate. Which I actually got, since she had such a phobia about the biting

and he REALLY wanted to do that part.Anywho. We got a little face time with Baird and Olivia. Kat

and her twin hunks were set up nicely. Plus, there was the whole Xairn thing. That guy totally

deserves some happy time after what he's forced to endure with his jerk of a dad.Enjoyable, if a little

slow at times. There's a big cast of characters here and it only looks to get bigger as the series

progresses.-Kelly @ Reading the Paranormal
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